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“We shouldn’t get a busy signal or be put on hold when we call. We should get accurate and courteous service from the first person we talk to . . .without needing to talk
to several other people during the call. We want and deserve better service from our
government.”
The Voice of the External Customer . . .the American People

“We

should have quick access to information and the authority to make decisions so
that we can address customers’ needs and concerns . . .and really be of service.”
The Voice of the Internal Customer . . .the Front–Line Worker
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OVERVIEW

“The Federal Government must be
customer driven.”
—President Clinton

W

hen Americans reach for
their telephone and dial a
number, they expect to get
an answer. They expect to be
treated courteously. They expect accurate
information on topics as diverse as flight
arrival times or their current bank balance.
Essentially, they expect to be able to conduct their business — from ordering
tomato plants or a medium–sized plaid
shirt to changing their insurance coverage.
In short, they expect excellent customer
service. The private sector has set high
standards for what Americans expect and
get from telephone services.
Too often, in the past, when American
citizens called their government, they didn’t
get the service they deserved. Just last year,
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
put Ann Landers on hold — it took her 45
minutes “to reach a live, warm body.” Just as
serious, when people do get through, often,
they can’t conclude their business or get the
information they need. No wonder one frustrated American wrote, “It is appalling that
taxpayers are expected to foot the bill for
such poor services.”

We agree and we are working to change
it. Changes underway in many agencies have
been given a huge impetus by the National
Performance Review led by Vice President
Al Gore. In September 1993, the National
Performance Review issued its report with
nearly 400 recommendations on ways to
make the government work better and cost
less and with a call to all government
agencies to put their customers first, to
empower their front-line employees, to cut
red tape and get back to basics.
Within days, President Clinton issued an
Executive Order that called for a customer
service “revolution within the Federal
government to change the way it does business.” He called on government agencies to
survey their customers, find out what they
want, set customer service standards and
compare their services against the “best in
business.”1
Many things have happened since that
Executive Order was issued. Government
managers and workers are listening to their
customers, and are conducting surveys and
focus groups to find out what really matters
to them. Government agencies have set standards for customer service. The first comprehensive set of customer service standards for
government was issued in September 1994,
entitled Putting Customers First: Standards
for Serving the American People.
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Government agencies are also learning
from business. For example, the U.S. Mint,
which not only produces the nation’s supply
of coins but also sells them to collectors, has
looked to companies like Lenox China and
Black & Decker for lessons it can apply to
its operations.
We looked to business in this study of the
best in telephone service. It was a
cooperative undertaking by ten government
agencies and eight private companies to
identify practices that can be applied in government to raise the level of service to equal
the best in business.

WHY TELEPHONE SERVICE?
Why telephone service? First, Americans
talk to their government in great numbers.
On a single day in January, Americans
placed 1.7 million calls to the Social Security
Administration. Last year, the Internal Revenue Service received 68.7 million calls and
the Immigration and Naturalization Service
received some 12 million calls for services
and information. Veterans call to find out
about health and other benefits. Travellers
call to find out about passports. Flood and
earthquake victims call to find out how to
get help.
Second, telephone service is a cost–effective way to deliver services to people. One
estimate is that it costs more than three
times as much to respond to an inquiry by
letter than it does to respond to the same
question over the telephone. As agencies face
severe budget constraints, cost is becoming
an even greater factor and many agencies
may conclude, just as many businesses have,
that telephone service is the most cost effective way of interacting with their customers.
Third, there is a lot of room for improvement. Many Americans, like Ann Landers,
have a favorite horror story. Unfortunately,
statistics bear too many of them out.
Twenty-five percent of all callers to government agencies may give up without getting a
response; fewer than two percent of callers
abandon calls in the best companies. Slow
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responses and busy signals are too often the
rule in the public sector, whereas world class
organizations answer in less than 15-20 seconds and rarely allow busy signals. Private
businesses operate telephone services 24
hours a day, 365 days a year; government
generally answers its phone only during regular business hours. The private sector also
gives its employees extensive training and
updates on-line information frequently so
that they can give customers accurate information; government employees often have
to thumb through thousands of pages of
manuals to find the answer to a caller’s question and updates can take weeks or months.
Also, private companies give their employees
authority to solve problems for customers.
Federal employees too often remain bound
up in red tape.
There are also a lot of positive reasons
why this telephone service is a good target
for improvement. Leadership is committed.
Social Security Commissioner Shirley
Chater and IRS Commissioner Margaret
Richardson and other government leaders
want to make improvements happen. Agencies across government have established customer service standards for telephone service
that include promptness, courtesy and accuracy. And federal employees are working
hard to meet these standards and provide
excellent service to the American people.
There is also a lot going on that we can
build on. For example, the Internal Revenue
Service has a long term plan to modernize
its systems so that it can provide better
service and perform its mission more
effectively. The Social Security Administration has developed menus so that it can provide selected services 24 hours a day. It has
conducted pilot tests of intelligent work stations––modern, user friendly consoles––that
truly support its employees. The
Immigration and Naturalization Service is
replacing outdated equipment and replacing
its 58 message menu with a more
user–friendly 10 message system.
Finally, business has been willing to help.
Some of the companies with the best
telephone service in the country, Malcolm
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Baldrige National Quality Award2 winners
like AT&T Universal Card Services and the
Xerox Corporation, benchmarking leaders
like the International Benchmarking Clearinghouse, and cost––management leaders
like Citibank, have been willing to open
their doors to share what they are doing to
provide excellent telephone service and to
show federal employees what it takes to be
“the best in business.” We are grateful to
them.

WHAT DID WE FIND?
Federal employees from ten agencies
reviewed a wide range of studies to identify
world class customer telephone service operations. We identified benchmarking partners
and developed a list of questions to guide
our data collection. We talked to businesses
over the telephone and conducted actual site
visits. We talked to front-line employees,
managers, union officials and others. We
found an amazing degree of similarity
among industry’s best. All of the benchmarking partners shared a number of common traits:
• All have strong corporate cultures which
are totally focused on doing more than
satisfying customers–on delighting them.
• The culture is based on guiding principles
or values which have become ingrained
throughout the organization. Senior managers, front-line and support employees
live the values every day.
• All work towards achieving employee satisfaction because it results in higher quality performance.
• All commit the resources necessary to
meet the customer service standards. This
involves heavy investing in hiring and
training the right employees, providing
expert systems, and empowering employees.
• In all, there is open communication
between senior managers and employees.
• All continuously survey customers and
employees in order to understand how to
improve services.

• In all, employees are empowered to handle calls to completion at the first contact.
• In all, employees are involved in all
aspects of the calling center operation and
planning process through cross–
functional teams.
This report summarizes best practices
that we identified in industry that may be
applicable to government. It is organized
around major themes––leadership, information management, planning, human
resources, management of processes,
results, and customer focus and satisfaction. These categories are also the seven
categories used by the Baldrige Award.
Threaded through each section is a consistent focus on the customers and an
integration of the customers’ needs into
the organizations’ management,
technology and human resource systems.

WHAT’S NEXT?
Benchmarking isn’t just finding out about
what the best looks like. It means using that
information to take the measure of one’s
own performance, identifying gaps in performance, and taking action to close the
gaps.
That’s where we are now. The agencies
that led this study are now taking those next
critical steps, laying the plans that will close
the gap in performance. In fact, SSA has
developed a comprehensive plan to address
every aspect of this report. Meanwhile, the
IRS has already taken steps to raise the level
of their teleservice operating information
kiosks designed to offer more choices on
how and where to get information.
Other federal agencies are encouraged to
use this study to help them identify where
they have performance gaps and to take
steps to close them. We encourage federal
managers to compare these best practices
against their own internal operations, identify areas where improvements can be made
and develop action plans to adapt relevant
practices to the operating environment of
their particular agency. The ultimate objec-
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tive is to give the American public the
service they deserve.
Federal employees are also encouraged to
share their own best practices. A side benefit
of this study has been the creation of a network of federal employees who are working
together to promote benchmarking in the
federal government. The network, called
BenchNet, is developing a data base of
“promising practices” in the federal government in areas as diverse as financial management, procurement, downsizing and strategic planning.3 This study, as well as future
benchmarking studies, will also be available
on BenchNet.

STARTING OUT?

force that is committed to providing excellent service to the American people. This
study represents part of our efforts to
change the systems so that we can provide
that service.
Ultimately, we are determined to equal
or exceed the best in business. The American people don’t deserve any less.
Endnotes
1. Executive Order 12862, Setting Customer Service
Standards, mandates that “All executive departments and
agencies that provide significant services directly to the
public shall. . . . benchmark customer service performance
against the best in the business. . .”
2. The Baldridge Award was created by Congress to recognize the best businesses in America.
3. For information on accessing BenchNet, call (703) 4874608.

We are just starting out; we know that
we have a long way to go. We also know
that we have a solid foundation in a work-

Dear President Clinton:
We are establishing standards for telephone service that include promptness,
courtesy, and accuracy. With industry as models, we are making progress. But
we still have much to do. We believe we can give the American people the telephone service they deserve. We promise to work hard to achieve this goal and
report to you in September 1995.
Honorable Shirley Chater, Commissioner, Social Security Administration
Honorable Roger Johnson, Administrator, General Services Administration
Honorable James B. King, Director, Office of Personnel Management
Honorable Margaret M. Richardson, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service
Honorable Doris Meissner, Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Service
Honorable Mary A. Ryan, Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Consular Affairs,
Department of State
Dr. Harry A. Scarr, Acting Director, Bureau of the Census

“Putting Customers First: Standards for Serving the American People”
Report of the National Performance Review, September 1994
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SECTION 1:

LEADERSHIP STRATEGIES
FOR SUCCESS
COMMITMENT TO
CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE:

T

op leadership “walks the talk”
by actively listening and
responding to the voice of the
internal customers––the
front–line workers, and the external
customers––the American public. Effective
leaders maintain multiple “listening posts”
and share satisfaction trend data based on
customer feedback for both customer
groups with all workers on a monthly basis
Customer-Driven Mission and Vision:
Customer requirements are clearly defined
and reinforced by the organization’s stated
mission, vision and values. These are
understood and practiced at all levels of
the organization, and used to drive continuous cross–functional process improvements. New initiatives spring from the
voice of the internal and external customers, not from the “ivory tower.”
Planning Drives Alignment: A
prevention based approach, such as
Shewhart’s Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle,
minimizes “damage control” incidents.
Resources are allocated to support internal
and external customer requirements, not to
“inspect quality into the process.” Plans
cascade from the stated mission and vision
to teams and individual workers, fostering

alignment and integration of plans within
the organization. Openly shared feedback
and performance measures help workers
“stay the course.”
Success-Oriented Forecasting: Front line resource needs are forecasted well over
a year in advance, and are based on an
external customer satisfaction success strategy. Benchmarked hiring, training and
forecasting “successes” are adapted to the
organization, and used in place of historical data which may yield less desirable
results. Front-line workers are recruited,
screened, hired and trained to provide justin-time resources to address anticipated
vacancies and changing customer needs.
Labor-Management Teamwork: Frontline workers meaningfully participate in
the strategic planning process. Their
insights are key to helping the organization
focus on its internal and external
customers.
Accessible to Customers: A customer
feedback loop is built into every phase of
the customer service delivery process. It is
convenient and easy for customers to contact world–class organizations.
Support Processes are Key: Business
process management tools are used to
improve those processes which support the
core customer service delivery process.
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Best Practices are Tracked and Used:
World-class organizations extensively and
continuously benchmark, and maintain a
database of best practices for use by the
organization’s work force.
Constantly Communicated Values: The
organization’s emphasis on maintaining a
quality culture is demonstrated constantly
through various communication mediums
that reach the entire work force. These
communication formats include
newsletters, visual displays, electronic mail,
and meetings.
Communication––a Two–Way
Information Flow: Front–line workers are
the major customers of the organization’s
information gathering process. World-class
organizations recognize that front-line
workers need timely and easy access to pertinent information if they are to provide
world-class customer service. This includes
information on such topics as new legislation, anticipated peak calling periods, and
proposed information technology
enhancements. Surveys of front-line workers are used to gauge management’s
effectiveness at ensuring the effective flow
of information.
Visible Senior Leadership: Senior managers “shadow” a front-line worker for a
day to better understand call operations,
job procedures, working conditions and
customer expectations. Senior managers
also participate in, and frequently lead,
new hire orientation training sessions.
Leaders Invest Time in People: Senior
managers recognize that they will be developing tomorrow’s leaders from today’s
front-line workers. Leaders encourage
front-line workers to identify career
growth opportunities. On a quarterly
basis, front-line workers are encouraged to
shadow the incumbents for a day in those
jobs they might like to work in the future.
Accessible and Approachable
Management: Front-line workers have online capability to elevate issues to senior
management; they can expect to receive a
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direct response from management within
24 hours. In world-class organizations, all
managers treat their front-line workers just
like their customers–with courtesy, respect
and responsiveness.
Span of Control: World-class
organizations are flat, with typically no
more than three management layers separating the front-line worker from the chief
executive officer. Supervisors serve as team
leaders; they report directly to the call center manager who, in turn, reports to a
senior executive. Industry standards
average 20-24 front-line workers per team
leader.
Supervisor Role: Team leaders function
as dedicated job coaches, not cops. Supervisors have few administrative duties; their
main function is to train, coach and
support front-line workers.
Management Role: Managers help
customers by helping front-line work
teams remove roadblocks to providing
world-class service, and by responding
promptly and effectively to customer
queries, concerns and other feedback.
Managers recognize the impacts their decisions can have on work teams and frontline workers, and place heavy emphasis on
promoting a shared vision and values.
Front–line Authority to Act: Front-line
workers are empowered to take all
necessary actions to serve the customer.
They don’t need the approval of a supervisor or manager-but those resources are
available to help the front–line workers if
needed.
Teamwork and Sharing Environment:
Leaders create a climate that fosters trust,
teamwork and shared communication, and
which permits learning and risk–taking.
Cross–Functional Decision Making:
Managers in world-class organizations recognize that decisions in one area may
affect other areas of the organization. For
example, mandating all parts of the organization to take Mondays or Fridays off as
part of a new 4–day work schedule may
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make sense in the support areas but would
seriously degrade the effectiveness of the
core business process, telephone services, if
applied to the front-line workers.
Organized for Customer Service: The
organization’s focus is on the customer, not
internal operations. Customers are the
organization’s reason for existence. By the
same token, front-line workers are the primary link to these customers.

Commitment to Customer Service: Customer requirements are clearly defined,
understood at all levels of the organization,
and used to drive continuous cross–functional process improvements. Progress
towards achieving customer delight is
monitored daily and published monthly
across the entire organization. The organization’s guiding principles are centered on
customer satisfaction and are used by managers and front-line workers in day-to-day
decision making.
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SECTION 2:

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
AND ANALYSIS
FRONT-LINE WORKER DESKTOP
INFORMATION:

W

orld-class desktop tools
for call center representatives, such as state-of-theart telephone, computer
terminal and associated software applications and data network access, are
consistently recognized as a top business
imperative for achieving front-line worker
and customer satisfaction, reducing costs,
and reinforcing management’s commitment to maintaining a quality culture.
On–Line Procedures and Information:
Call centers use on-line computer information systems to enable front-line workers
to answer customer inquiries quickly and
effectively. Desktop information services
include databases to retrieve information
and on-line procedures manuals. On-line
procedures manuals are often built into the
database applications using a “help screen”
format or a sequence of prompts which
walks the front-line worker through each
step in the call answering process. On-line
procedures significantly reduce the number
of pages or procedures necessary, and
increase accessibility, speed of access, and
ease of use of information.

Fully–Dedicated Support Teams: Information provided by the desktop tools is
updated frequently, often daily, to make
continuous improvements. More importantly, front-line workers can provide input
and propose changes electronically, via the
same systems. Simple changes are reviewed
and implemented within 24 hours by 1–2
dedicated information support team
resources. More complex changes are
prioritized against other requests by the
information support team based on their
impacts to customer service.
Applying Current Technology: Graphical
user interfaces are used to reduce front-line
worker training requirements, application
time, and keystrokes as compared to nongraphical interfaces. They also help to
improve information access time and accuracy, thereby enhancing customer service.
User–Friendly Desktop Systems:
Desktop information, such as work procedures and customer databases, is normally
provided by software applications
developed in-house and supplemented by
commercial software, such as Windows
and electronic mail. Front-line workers are
principal participants on project development teams and are the immediate
customers of the applications development
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process. By avoiding coded information
(e.g., enter 23 to change marital status or
46 to add someone to this account), and
by incorporating plain text, menu choices,
and icons in application designs, front-line
workers benefit from being able to concentrate on learning business functions,
instead of a “user hostile” information system. This results in significant gains in
front-line worker and customer satisfaction
levels.

tracked weekly and monthly. Due to the
use of the “excellent service” forecasting
model and the accuracy of off-the-shelf
forecasting and resourcing software, actual
call volumes typically do not vary more
than one-half of one percent from weekly
and monthly forecasts.

cuitry and equipment capacity planning.
These forecasts are reviewed daily and
adjusted as needed. Forecasting accuracy is

Proactive Solutions to Peak Calling
Periods: A variety of methods are used to
plan for and deal with peak call volumes.

Full–Spectrum Capacity Management:
Information from a broad spectrum of
sources, such as new product development,
service problem resolution and prevention
Real–Time Information Exchange and
efforts, customer market segmentation
Retrieval: Send and receive fax servers
(who calls and how often), press releases or
allow front-line workers to transact with
media campaign plans, and historical
the customer in real time. Imaging systems statistics on the types of calls answered are
allow front-line workers to access informa- key to effective capacity planning.
tion quickly, even though it may be in a
Information from all of these sources is
document that was received in paper form, provided in a user-friendly format to frontsuch as an incoming letter from a
line workers and call center managers so
customer or an archived transaction
that they can anticipate and meet changing
history. Electronic newsletters, bulletins,
customer service needs.
job announcements, and mail help to
Total Call Center Management:
improve communications and front-line
Effective call center operations conduct
worker satisfaction.
integrated resource planning and call cenManagement Information: Managers or ter management across all sites, essentially
team leaders monitor calls and statistics on treating several call centers as one large
calls. These statistics include numbers of
organization. Call loads are balanced
calls, call lengths, after call work time, and across these sites to ensure customer access
other measures for their group or individ- goals are achieved. Automated tools and
ual front-line workers. They are also able
analysis techniques are used. Alarms alert
to review system-wide statistics. These are control center staff to call volume
used to help improve customer service and problems which are outside the norm for
internal forecasting, not to criticize the
the time period. Increased flexibility,
front-line workers.
redundancy, and call handling capability
are the main benefits of this approach as
Forecasting for Success: Capacity
compared to planning on an individual
planning and forecasting are based on
site basis. To further improve efficiency
many years worth of historical
and increase the consistency of the
organizational and all-industry call center
data. These data cover periods of excellent customer service being provided, a
substantial site consolidation effort has
service, not poor service (high
become the norm for high-performance
abandonment or busy out levels).
call center operations. In fact, one organiForecasts, down to fifteen-minute
zation effectively consolidated over 90
increments per day for individual frontsmall call centers to one large center with
line workers, are set at least 18 months in
the future, and are used for call center cir- 24-hour customer access.
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They include call avoidance techniques,
voice response unit messages designed to
address peak period questions, front-line
worker augmentation contingency plans,
voluntary or mandatory work schedules or
overtime, the postponement of training or
leave during forecasted or actual peak periods, and the acquisition of sufficient additional circuit and equipment capacity.

significantly improved efficiency and customer service.

Key Call Avoidance Concepts: Call
avoidance strategies, such as finding out
which customers call most frequently and
why, play a major role in capacity planning
and the handling of peak loads. For example, a large number of callers from one
customer group might frequently
complain about a particular service. Rather
than add more staff, equipment and
circuits to handle the large number of
callers, the most cost-effective solution
might be to eliminate the cause of the
complaints, and therefore the calls.
Another call avoidance strategy involves
the use of such alternate media as ondemand fax or information systems which
allow customers to electronically retrieve
certain documents and information
quickly, 24 hours a day, and without talking to a front-line worker.

Coaching–Based Quality Assurance:
Silent call monitoring techniques are used
to assess quality. However, quality
assurance “cops” have been replaced by
team leader “coaches” who sit with their
team members and monitor calls to recognize “success stories” and determine service
quality improvement opportunities. This
approach has yielded significantly higher
productivity and customer service levels at
a substantially reduced operating cost.
Since feedback is immediate and constructive in nature, front-line morale and skill
levels have also greatly improved. Internal
and external customer focus groups and
short telephone or mail-out customer surveys also provide feedback on the quality
levels of the organization and its services.
To ensure usefulness of the information
acquired, all surveys are administered or
mailed out on the same day the call is handled. Survey timeliness has been found to
strongly correlate to the quantity and quality of responses received, and the affected
front-line worker’s recollection of the
instances related to the customer
responses.

Building Added Capacity into
Front–Line Work Stations: Average
handling time, abandoned or busy-out
calls and queue time can be greatly
reduced, and the number of callers successfully satisfied greatly increased, by providing front-line workers with the work
station tools and related training to make a
complex and lengthy task a quick and easy
one. For example, effective work station
configurations identify the probable
incoming caller and purpose for calling by
automatically linking the caller’s phone
number and account history, and instantly
placing this information on the front-line
worker’s computer screen. In most
instances, this allows the front-line worker
to anticipate the purpose of the call and
get mentally prepared. This results in

Customer–Driven Performance
Measures: Measures of information and
support systems effectiveness are derived
from front–line worker and customer satisfaction data and direct feedback. For
example, the 15-second Average Speed of
Answering (ASA) performance standard
typically seen at world-class organizations
is based on in-depth studies and analyses
of customer behavior and satisfaction data.
Customer queue time approaching one
minute is universally associated with unacceptable levels of customer service, and is
strongly correlated to lost business, lost
opportunities and high levels of customer
dissatisfaction. Customer satisfaction data
help determine the key customer service
measures which, in turn, drive the
information management standards. The
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key information management standards
are: accurate and timely access to information for front–line workers and their
customers; information system reliability
(typically over 99.9 percent); timeliness of
database update (typically less than 24
hours); and ease of use of front-line work
stations.

answered by the front-line worker as
opposed to a specialty gate. When transfers
are made, they are typically introduced by
the front-line worker initially receiving the
call. This enables the specialty gate worker
to help the customer without asking the
customer to restate his or her question,
concern or comment.

Customer Access is Paramount: Access
to the call center and its services is the
organization’s top priority and is reflected
in such key call center measures as 24 hour
availability, a 15-second maximum queue
time, and a 2 percent maximum
abandoned call rate. The typical busy–out
performance standard is “zero instances.”
Effective capacity planning, forecasting
and resource allocation are pivotal to meeting customer access requirements.

Call Center Information Technology:
Voice and data communications are well
integrated, and include the common use of
standardized wiring schematics. Voice systems include automatic call distributors
and voice response units. Up-to-date, complete databases and on-line work
procedures and operating manuals help
ensure accurate and timely responses to
customer queries. Rapid information
updates--typically daily--allow front-line
workers to be more responsive to customer
needs. For some applications, image
processing may speed information access
and reduce costly paper storage.

Informative Queuing: Callers waiting in
the queue are provided with information
as to the expected length of delay, allowing
them to choose whether to stay in queue
or hang up. Typically, these estimates are
overstated so that impatient callers are not
subjected to the further aggravation of
being on hold beyond the estimated queue
time. Those callers that do elect to wait in
the queue typically abandon the call if they
remain on hold longer than 30 seconds.
Front-Line “Internal Customer” Access:
Intelligent work stations and a clientserver environment are fast becoming the
basic operating platform for call centers
everywhere. Some of the advantages they
offer to the front-line workers are: more
timely and accessible information; better
efficiency and functionality (especially useful in a downsizing environment); higher
productivity, due to “friendlier” user interfaces; more sophisticated tools, such as
image management and expert systems;
and greater flexibility, due to empowerment of front-line workers.
One-Stop Transactions: The speed of
transfer to back gates (i.e., to a worker in
another part of the calling center) is not
measured since virtually all calls are
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Automatic Call Distribution: Leading
edge service does not necessarily require
fancy, high-priced technology. Most equipment involved is typically of an off-theshelf origin. For example, automatic call
distributors (ACDs) are generally not customized, except for occasional
management reports (which might be customized by the ACD vendor, a third party,
or an in-house cadre). Basic features for
effective call centers include informative
queuing and the use of high-quality headsets by front-line workers to improve their
freedom of motion and reduce fatigue.
Voice response units provide customized
services to customers by routing them to a
front-line worker with the appropriate specialized skills.
Key Workstation Design Attributes: Successful desktop information systems are
updated daily; do not use coded information; offer sub-second information access
times, easy to use interfaces, and built-in
procedural information and templates for
gathering data in applications; and
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minimize the number of keystroke entries
required from front-line workers. As many
as 18 simultaneous applications may be
running on one such fielded system.
Networking: Networking is prevalent
both within and across call centers. Local
area networks are used to share data with
intelligent workstations on each front-line
worker’s station. The ACD provides voice
systems connectivity throughout the site.
Networking among ACDs provides load

balancing and redundancy for disaster
recovery. The number of operating
locations needed to handle even the largest
call volumes (over 100 million per year) is
typically one to three call centers, with a
maximum of 600 front-line workers per
center. This is widely viewed as the
optimum number of operating locations
due to overhead and administrative cost,
consistency of service, and other business
and customer management considerations.
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Section 3:

PLANNING
DYNAMIC PLANNING PROCESS:

A

continuous cycle of planning
and program development drives the integration of key
elements of the human
resource, information management,
customer relationship management, and
quality improvement plans and strategies
into a comprehensive “master plan.”
Communicating Strategic Plans:
Mission and vision statements provide the
focus for strategic planning goals and
objectives, and help shape the values and
the culture of the organization. Vision
statements of world-class organizations
typically express the goal of providing the
best customer service in the business.
Resource Allocation Strategies: Various
off-the-shelf forecasting tools allow call
center managers to make highly-effective
use of front-line workers to maintain high
service quality levels despite cyclical or
changing customer demand levels. Continuous evaluations of key performance indicators help to ensure the appropriate alignment of resource allocations with planning
objectives. Well-established benchmarking
programs help identify improvement
opportunities for cross-functional teams.
Human Resource Planning: Highlyselective hiring practices identify applicants
who fit the culture and value system of the

organization. New workers are fully
trained prior to anticipated need datesthere are typically no human resource
shortfalls to contend with. An extensive
array of recognition programs helps to
encourage high levels of participation in
individual and team performance improvement activities. Training is based on
detailed needs analyses which are linked to
achieving the organization’s stated mission
and vision, as well as strategic goals and
objectives.
Information Management Strategies:
Technology enhancements are continuously explored to improve productivity and
the ability of front-line workers to respond
to changing customer demands for more
services and better service performance.
The transition to new systems is
accomplished so smoothly that the effort is
transparent to customers.
Extensive Customer Service Plans: Customer feedback programs involve the use
of multiple “listening posts,” such as interviews, surveys, focus groups and third
party assessments. Customer feedback is
continuously analyzed by cross-functional
teams to determine key customer satisfiers
and dissatisfiers, and the respective “root
cause” activities. Customers’ increasing service quality expectations have driven the
need for world-class organizations to run a
24 hour-a-day operation.
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Section 4:

HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
HIRING:

T

he application process for
front-line positions is rigorous,
taking an average of 6-8
weeks. Applicants are
thoroughly screened through written tests,
panel and telephone interviews and roleplaying scenarios. World class companies
may interview as many as 30 or more
applicants for every opening. Front-line
workers participate in all aspects of the hiring process, including conducting
interviews, screening applicants,
instructing, coaching and mentoring new
front-line workers. Salaries for front-line
workers in industry are comparable with
those for government. A high school
diploma or college degree, plus some
customer service work experience, are the
minimum requirements for front-line
workers at most world-class organizations.
Job Standards Tied to Customer
Satisfiers: Job standards for front-line
workers and managers alike reflect a commitment to delighting the customer. Job
standards are tied to key customer satisfiers
and clearly communicate the extent to
which front-line workers are empowered to
serve customers. Mixed messages are
avoided (e.g., front-line workers are told to
take the time needed to satisfy callers and,
hence, are not directly evaluated on the

average length of the calls they handle).
Performance expectations may be
documented through a written contract
between the team leader and the front-line
worker. The contract identifies yearly goals
and outlines a course of action the worker
intends to take to meet those goals. This
process encourages front-line workers to
buy-in to the overarching organizational
goals and objectives.
Single-Digit Attrition Rates: While
most front-line workers serve full time,
most world-class organizations augment
this work force with part-time workers to
ensure adequate, cost-efficient coverage
during peak customer calling periods. The
best in the business have extremely low (37 percent) attrition rates for front-line
positions. High job satisfaction levels, not
high salaries, account for the low attrition
rates. Several companies plan for frontline job rotation to occur between 24-36
months on the job to avoid “burn-out”
and to foster job growth. Attrition is
factored into the call demand forecasting
so that just-in-time recruitment occurs.
Customer Service Performance
Determines Worker Incentives: The job
performance of front-line workers is
continuously evaluated relative to
customer service requirements and related
job standards and behavior expectations.
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The extent to which front-line workers,
call center supervisors and managers
adhere to the organization’s value system
or guiding principles, and make use of customer feedback (e.g., customer survey
responses for calls handled) to constantly
improve are also continuously assessed.
Numerous recognition and reward incentives (over 45 such approaches at one
world-class organization) help to recognize
and reinforce desirable work behavior and
noteworthy job performance. Front-line
workers play a leading role in the development of performance appraisal and recognition systems at world-class organizations.
360-Degree Evaluations: Team leaders
meet informally on a daily or weekly basis,
and formally on a monthly basis, with
front-line workers in one-on-one settings
to review their progress in meeting
individual and team performance goals.
Front-line workers receive written monthly
summaries documenting individual performance levels and trends. Front-line workers are evaluated by their peers and supervisor on their ability to work as a team,
adhere to the organization’s value system
or guiding principles, meet clearly defined
customer service standards and, most
importantly, consistently achieve desirable
customer satisfaction results. Both service
monitoring results and customer recontact
survey information are also used for team
evaluation purposes. Evaluation measures
are performance-based and weighted
according to their impact on achieving the
organization’s mission and vision. For
example, customer service measures are
most heavily weighted, followed closely by
front-line worker satisfaction measures.
Business efficiency measures, while important, are given the lowest weighting. Frontline workers evaluate their team leaders
and upper management relative to such
leadership characteristics as accessibility,
responsiveness, problem solving ability,
and respect for others.
Outcome-Based Pay Incentives: A
portion of pay for the front-line, support
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staff and management team is tied to
meeting specific call center performance
targets for quality and customer satisfaction. Individual worker and management
incentives are payable only when the entire
center achieves the performance targets.
Progress toward meeting the goals is measured daily and reviewed weekly and
monthly. Incentives are paid quarterly.
Empowerment of Front-Line Workers:
Front-line workers choose their job titles
to reflects the level at which they are
empowered to satisfy customers. For example, a customer service representative, as
the title implies, might possess much
broader authority to address customer
needs than a telephone agent. Similarly, a
customer advocate might be empowered to
serve as the “voice of the customer” and,
hence, have even greater authority to
ensure customer needs are addressed.
Management delegates such authority to
front-line workers as needed to enable
them to take those actions required to satisfy and even delight their customers.
Participation on Cross-Functional
Teams: Supervisors and managers are continuously evaluated on their effectiveness
at soliciting and implementing ideas from
front-line workers on how to improve customer service and operational efficiency
levels. Teams of front-line workers meet
regularly with team leaders and senior
managers to discuss customer concerns
and suggest improvements to call center
operations, policies, procedures and
support systems. Front-line workers participate on cross-functional teams to design,
improve or reengineer all aspects of call
center operations. An announcement that
a team is being formed is communicated
directly to front-line workers’ work
stations. Any front-line worker may nominate himself or herself for consideration.
Through participation on these teams,
front-line workers are able to develop and
refine their leadership skills and help
breakdown organizational boundaries.
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Empowered High-Performance Teams:
Decision-making authority needed to satisfy
customers is delegated to the front-line
employees, who are organized into teams.
Team decisions are made by consensus; at
least two-thirds of the team members must
be comfortable with a team decision and all
must be committed to supporting its implementation. Any team member may block a
team decision if he or she can provide a reasonable and timely alternative course of
action. Problem-solving and conflict resolution are the responsibilities of the front-line
teams, with supervisors and managers serving as coaches and “champions” respectively.
Champions remove impediments that
prevent the front-line work force from operating as a high-performance team.
Labor-Management Relationship: In
collective bargaining arrangements, union
and management counterparts perform
separate duties as specified by law, but
function as an integrated team to jointly
address the organization’s mission and
vision, guiding principles and values, tactical and strategic planning needs, operating
philosophy and key customer service
success measures.
Front-Line Worker Suggestions: Each
front-line worker typically interacts with
some 25,000 customers per year. An integral part of the continuous improvement
process is the free flow of ideas from these
key customer-contact personnel. Worldclass call center operations typically implement over five suggestions per employee
per year. Managers at successful call center
operations actively solicit front-line workers’ advice on how to improve processes at
biweekly team meetings, and periodically
give the suggestion program added emphasis through recurring suggestion contests
and specific promotional campaigns. Online suggestion systems facilitate the submission of ideas. With on-line systems,
suggestion receipt is immediately acknowledged. Suggestors are notified within 24
hours as to who is evaluating their ideas,
and receive additional feedback as to the

status of their idea on at least a weekly
basis. In world-class operations, nearly all
suggestions are completely processed
within 72 hours.
A “Best Practice” Suggestion System:
The top suggestion process uses a
combination of cross-functional teams,
team leaders and senior managers to
address suggestions, depending on the
degree of difficulty and level of empowerment involved. Under this approach, every
original idea submitted receives monetary
compensation. Suggestors earn one dollar
for every original idea submitted, even if it
is not implemented, ten dollars for every
“quality of life” idea implemented and at
least fifty dollars for every idea that
improves service to customers. For ideas
which reduce operating costs, suggestors
receive at least seven percent of the savings
realized in the first year, and an additional
one percent of the first year’s savings is
donated to the suggestor’s favorite local
charity. Additionally, those who actually
implement the cost-saving suggestions
receive three percent of the first year’s savings.
Front-line Worker Recognition
Programs––Seeking Successes: Front-line
workers are not only recognized for achieving productivity goals, but for delighting
customers as well. The most prestigious
awards are given for providing exceptional
service to customers. Recognition is as
consistently applied as performance verification–it is a daily occurrence.
Complimentary feedback from customers
is shared with all front-line workers and is
publicly posted along with the front-line
worker’s photo on a “wall of fame.”
Success stories are also shared electronically, in newsletters, and through various
other media. Awards are given for high
performance ratings received on customer
response cards. Frequent on-the-spot
recognition from both management and
peers is common in world-class organizations, and successful recognition and
reward strategies reinforce desired
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performance for both individuals and
teams. Front-line workers frequently nominate peers and team leaders for awards.
Cross-functional teams typically manage
recognition and reward programs, as well
as the associated budget allocations.

through self-assessments, service
observations, one-on-one coaching and
team interactions. Personal development is
actively encouraged. Organizations pay
college tuition fees and monetarily reward
those who earn professional degrees.

Newcomer’s Orientation: Every organization member, from the new clerk trainee
to the head of the organization, receives
orientation training in the organization’s
mission, vision and guiding principles
before they start to work at world-class
organizations. Senior executives personally
conduct or participate in all sessions. This
shows top leadership’s commitment to
promoting the organization’s quality
culture.

World-Class Training Delivery: Worldclass organizations deliver superior training
by using instructors who have intimate
knowledge of the customers and the key
service delivery processes. A dedicated
training group is an integral part of
successful call center operations. Technical
training programs are developed and delivered by experienced subject-matter experts
(including front-line workers) to ensure
the skill and knowledge transfer involves
information that is current and relevant,
and has a high-impact on the
organization’s overall effectiveness.

Education, Training and Development:
World class companies embrace a philosophy of continuous training. Training hours
are allotted for every front-line worker
(ranging from 90-150 hours annually) and
are factored into the call demand forecasting and resource scheduling at least one
year in advance. Both initial and ongoing
training is provided on a just-in-time basis
to ensure that the front-line worker
receives the most current training possible.
Initial training is aligned with key
customer satisfiers, such as courteous and
respectful behavior, and empowers the
worker to satisfy and even delight the customer. Front-line workers are trained to
recognize and adapt to different caller personality types. A cadre of front-line workers may also be trained to act as facilitators
for cross-functional teams. The curriculum
for front-line workers also includes extensive training on how the overall
organization functions so that front-line
workers better understand the “big
picture.”
The Quality University: A common
concept among world-class organizations
is the structuring of training curricula
around a university framework. Service
observations are used to help determine
individual training needs on an ongoing
basis. Training effectiveness is verified
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Worker Well-Being and Satisfaction:
Front-line worker satisfaction is as high a
priority within the organization as
customer satisfaction. The front-line workers’ environment in successful call centers
is conducive to providing world-class
service. Ergonomically-designed furniture,
adequate work space, state-of-the-art work
stations and tools and an atmosphere for
teaming and personal excellence are all
common to world-class call centers.
Guiding “People” Principles: Successful
organizations treat front-line workers with
dignity and respect, and involve them in
planning all aspects of call center
operations, especially those impacting customer service and front-line worker effectiveness. Management concern for frontline worker morale and well-being is
illustrated by positive actions, such as by
making fitness and child care centers, as
well as personal development and stress
reduction programs available to all
workers. These are typically provided onsite, along with high-quality dining facilities that are used by everyone from the top
leadership to the new trainees. There are
no executive dining rooms at world-class
operations.
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Front-Line Worker Satisfaction Surveys:
Front-line worker satisfaction is measured
as routinely as customer satisfaction. Comprehensive annual survey results are
compared to specifically-targeted weekly
and monthly surveys to ensure continuous
improvement. In addition to information
gathered through team leader meetings,
brown-bag luncheons with senior
managers and numerous other forums, a
dedicated group surveys front-line workers

by telephone on a continuous basis.
Detailed satisfaction results are communicated monthly to all workers electronically
and through newsletters. Action teams are
immediately formed to propose solutions
to any problems which have been
identified through the surveys. Progress
toward problem resolution is also closely
tracked and similarly communicated to all
front-line workers on at least a monthly
basis.
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Section 5:

PROCESS
MANAGEMENT
FORECASTING AND SCHEDULING:

C

all demand is forecast 12-18
months in the future and
adjusted quarterly, monthly,
and weekly. Resource scheduling involves the determination of all frontline worker leave schedules, work shifts,
and new hiring requirements, and is
accomplished in accordance with the projected demand for service. Tours of duty
are determined by the scheduling system.
Multiple sites are scheduled as a single
unit. Training is scheduled around the
forecasted demand. Established 8-hour or
10-hour work schedules, staggered by 15minute start time intervals, are assigned by
seniority. Bidding for new schedules occurs
at regular intervals, at least twice a year.
There are no flextime schedules. At one
site, front-line workers have developed 29
separate shift schedules--all have been easily accommodated by off-the-shelf scheduling software.
Incoming Call Flow: All sites in the 800
number network have uniform service
delivery. All callers are offered a choice of
automated or live customer service. Companies screen incoming calls by prompting
callers to choose from a limited number of
options, and calls are directed accordingly.
Voice recognition is used to ensure that

callers with rotary telephones receive a
level of service equal to that of touchtone
callers. Voice response units (VRU)
provide a limited menu of value-added services. Trunking and resources are sized to
allow a limited queue of 15-20 seconds
and virtually no busy signals. Live
customer service is available 24-hours a
day.
Call Transfers: Internal call transfers
from one front-line worker to another are
rarely made because front-line workers
answering the calls are empowered to take
the actions needed to satisfy the customers’
issues, and because incoming calls are
automatically gated to appropriately skilled
front-line workers by linking the forecasting/scheduling and caller history databases.
When it is necessary to hand a call off to
another front-line worker, it is done by
direct (seamless) transfer. The transferring
agent introduces the caller and shares all
known information so that the customer
does not have to repeat information. Customer information is transferred along
with the call. If a caller needs to be
directed to another number outside the
800 number network, the call is
transferred using a post answer call redirection feature. Transferred callers are never
gated to a second queue.
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Contingency Operations: On very rare
occasions when immediate demand
exceeds available resources, and the queue
exceeds 180 seconds, the automatic call
distributor (ACD) manages the length of
queue and generates busy signals. Research
indicates that customers prefer a busy signal over an inordinately lengthy queue.
Worker consoles display the number of
calls in queue and the length of queue. Use
of the ACD to generate busy signals is an
emergency measure taken in response to a
forecasting failure; it is not a routine
action.
Customer Language Options:
Customers are offered language options
upon initial contact with the VRU. Callers
requiring service in a local dialect or
language, such as Spanish in New Mexico
or French in Quebec, are automatically
gated to bilingual front-line workers by
linking the forecasting/scheduling and
caller history databases. Calls reaching
front-line workers that require transfer to a
bilingual agent are made by the receiving
front-line worker to a separate gate in the
ACD. The caller’s preferred language is
coded into the caller history database to
aid in providing customer service in his or
her preferred language in the future. Contract interpretation services are available if
the front-line worker needs help
communicating with a caller. Some worldclass call centers establish a separate 800
number for non-English speaking callers.
This number is typically not advertised to
the general public, and is only given out
by front-line workers to the appropriate
customers. Calls from these special 800
numbers are coded into the long distance
network to ensure they are delivered to
ACD gates within the call center where
bilingual workers answer calls.
Fully-Dedicated Call Servicing
Resources: Handling incoming calls is the
primary and, in many cases, the only function of front-line workers. Other work,
such as outbound survey calling, may be
performed during occasional idle-time
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periods. The work station operating
system automatically switches back and
forth, from inbound to outbound calling,
to adjust to varying inbound calling
demands.
Empowered to Resolve Customer Issues:
Front-line workers are empowered to
resolve virtually all calls. Front-line workers “own the call” and first-call resolution
rates are 85 percent or greater, with
customer requested hand-offs accounting
for nearly all of the remainder. Front-line
workers are expected to take whatever time
is necessary to resolve a caller’s issues. Individual call handling time is not used for
assessment of performance. Monetary
write-off authority is high for front-line
workers–at one large company it was equal
to that of the vice presidents.
Empowerment Support System:
Security/disclosure procedures and safeguards do not interfere with the front-line
worker’s ability to resolve calls at the initial
point of contact. A multiple-screen
viewing capability allows front-line workers to quickly satisfy various caller needs
during a single call (i.e., one-stop service).
Incoming calls are automatically identified
in the network and linked to the customer
data base so that pertinent information is
available for the front-line worker to effectively serve the caller (i.e., data
propagation).
Service Observations of Customer Calls:
Team leader “coaches” typically monitor 510 calls for each front-line worker each
month. A primary purpose of the observation is to identify individual training needs
as part of an organization-wide continuous
improvement effort. Since the emphasis is
on constructive suggestions for improving
customer service, observations are not necessarily tied to the performance assessment
process. Frequent, regular reports based on
information gathered from service observation of telephone calls (i.e., “Quality
Tips”) are distributed to all front-line
workers. Front-line workers receive immediate feedback on ways to improve their
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call-handling skills, and immediate recognition if superior service has been provided
to a caller. Both silent/remote and side-byside monitoring are used.
Other Call Monitoring: Senior
managers regularly listen in on live calls in
order to stay in touch with the customer
and pulse the effectiveness of their call
center operations. Team leaders participate
in group monitoring sessions to ensure
consistency of measurement. World-class
organizations have moved away from using
a separate, formal quality monitoring
group for service observations. The call
monitoring function is performed by the
team leaders; separate monitoring groups
have been dissolved.
Performance Assessment: Call
evaluations focus on how effectively frontline workers resolve customer issues, and
on how well front-line workers
demonstrate professionalism, courtesy and
respect for the customer during the call.
The severity of any noted deficiency is
judged based on its impact on the
customer. Customer responses to post-call
mail and telephone surveys are compared
with service observations, shared with the
front-line worker who handled the call,
and ultimately become part of the frontline worker’s performance assessment. Customer service, rather than rigid adherence
to policies or procedures, is the most
important measure of success.
Operating Procedures and Other Guidance: Procedures and guidelines serve as
reference materials to help empowered
front-line workers effectively resolve
customer issues at the initial point of contact. They are not a substitute for the
extensive training and experience that
allows front-line workers to exercise sound

judgment in making decisions and taking
actions in the course of providing
customer service. Workers are encouraged
to err on the side of the customer in
unusual situations. Satisfying and even
delighting customers is considered more
important than rigidly adhering to scripted
procedures. Front-line worker recommendations for needed updates to procedures
are continuously solicited. All methods,
procedures and other reference materials is
on-line and readily available at each work
station. Methods and procedures are
updated daily to satisfy front-line worker
needs. All information is electronically
stored, retrieved and communicated.
World-class organizations operate in a
paperless work setting.
Contingency Resources: Resource needs
are determined with service-oriented forecasting for anticipated call demand. New
front-line workers are hired and fully
trained in sufficient numbers and far
enough in advance to meet changing call
center and customer service demands.
Telephone traffic is adjusted between multiple call answering centers to balance
demand with available resources. A central
control function is responsible for making
any needed adjustments to call routings.
Workers in other components of the organization are trained to serve as front-line
augmentees during unanticipated peak
calling periods, such as after a surprise
news announcement, but are never used
on a routine basis. To the extent possible,
public information releases are timed to
avoid receiving an influx of calls at known
peak periods. One to three large call
centers is the normal configuration for
world-class organizations. The maximum
number of front-line workers at a single
call center is typically about 600.
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Section 6:

BUSINESS
RESULTS
KEY MEASURES:

K

ey measures include predictive
quantitative and qualitative
measures. Both are used to
predict customer satisfaction
rates. However, actual customer satisfaction rates, as indicated by the customer
are, the central focus. Productivity and
efficiency measures are focused on effective
use of staff, technology, and other assets,
along with employee satisfaction
(considered a primary predictor of productivity and efficiency). Measures are continuously compared to industry data, including industry average, best competitor, and
appropriate benchmarks.
Customer Demographics: Demographic
data is gathered and assessed to determine
service levels for all major customer
groups. Information on trends is provided
to managers and employees so they will be
able to service the various customer groups
more effectively. Customer service is not
considered a “one size fits all” business.
Services are tailored to meet varying
customer requirements.
Dynamic Performance Measures: As
performance goals are achieved,
increasingly higher goals are identified. At
one world-class organization, the “ten most

wanted” process improvements are identified, along with quantitative performance
increases. Cross-functional teams work to
improve performance. Once improvements
yield a stable, high-performance process, it
is “retired” from the list. Front-line
workers are provided key performance
measures on a daily or weekly basis in
order to gauge their own progress in
continuous improvement.
Predictive Quantitative Measures: Key
quantitative measures used to predict customer satisfaction levels are shown below,
along with the high norm group
performance levels.
• Average speed of answer: less than 15
seconds
• Abandoned call rate: less than 2 percent
• Busy rate: less than 1 percent
• Service level (total calls less busy signals
and abandoned calls): 98 percent
• First call resolution (one agent/no transfers): 85 percent resolution
Predictive Qualitative Measures: Predictive qualitative measures are focused on
services provided by front-line employees.
Measures include courtesy, initiative, accuracy and completeness. The primary technique used to gauge qualitative predictors
is call monitoring.
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Customer Satisfaction Rates: Techniques
for assessing satisfaction include:
• Random survey (while customer is on
the line)
• Call-back survey
• Call-forward survey (customer
transferred/asked to stay on the line)
• Mailing
Customer satisfaction rates derived from
call monitoring is analyzed for trends.
More information on customer surveys is
found in section 7.
Productivity and Efficiency Measures:
Effective use of assets is measured by:
• Occupancy rate (number of employees
answering calls)
• Agent availability (time answering
customer calls)
• Cost per call
• Personal and average call center answer
rates
• Information systems availability
(99.999 percent ranked in at high
norm)
Measures such as “after call work time”
or “keystroke time” are not primary
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measures. Rather, they may be enablers to
agent availability or other measures. For
example, reducing the number of front
line agent keystrokes needed to close a call
may increase the availability of the agents.
Similarly, information systems management measures support more direct
measures of business results. For example,
timely update of information systems supports the worker’s ability to provide accurate answers to customer inquiries. Section
2 provides more details on information
systems management.
Employee Satisfaction: Surveys and
focus groups are two methods used to
measure employee satisfaction. 360 degree
evaluations or peer evaluations of
performance are used to rank satisfaction
with management performance. Some of
the key indicators are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job satisfaction
Empowerment
Career development opportunities
Fairness
Recognition
Teamwork

Section 7:

CUSTOMER FOCUS
AND SATISFACTION
IDENTIFICATION OF CUSTOMER
BASE:

A

dedicated quality assurance
team is part of the call center
team. This group is
responsible for collecting
“voice of the customer” data and, in
partnership with the call center operations
group, translating the data into timely
information that is used to improve internal processes. Customers are identified by
customer group, product or service line,
region, and demographics. This
information facilitates effective decisionmaking by empowered front-line workers
to address various customer service needs.
Extensive Surveying Activity: Customers
are surveyed constantly to determine satisfaction levels for existing services and
gather requests for new services. Surveys
are used to measure system accessibility,
front-line professionalism, and overall customer satisfaction with the way their calls
are handled. Customer focus groups are
also used to determine the needs of specific
customer groups and how well those needs
are being met. Mail and telephone
customer surveys are conducted to assess
the level of customer satisfaction with specific transactions. Telephone surveys are
typically made within 48 hours of the

completed customer contact. Mail surveys
are automatically sent to customers within
24 hours for those calls which have been
monitored. The results from these surveys
are shared with call center support personnel and front-line workers.
Management of Customer Delight: The
customer service goal for world-class organizations is to not only satisfy customers,
but to delight them. The management
team is responsible for collecting and analyzing “voice of the customer” data, and
taking action on this data to demonstrate
their commitment to delighting customers.
To this end, both caller satisfaction and
dissatisfaction are measured. Critical analyses are made of positive customer feedback
against tough performance standards.
Complaints are tracked and general
findings are shared with all front-line
workers via on-line systems. Management
actively seeks front-line worker
participation in finding ways to better satisfy customers and improve operations.
Management of Customer
Dissatisfaction: A dedicated customer relations team receives and handles complex
customer issues and complaints, policyrelated issues, and unusual customer
requests or special needs that cannot be
readily resolved by front-line workers. This
is typically a higher-graded, centralized
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group of problem-resolution specialists.
Customers can either access this team
directly, or go through an internal transfer.
Information on caller complaints is
entered into the database system and used
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to help identify root causes of problems.
The customer dissatisfaction recovery
process includes surveying customers for
satisfaction with complaint resolution
efforts.

IN THE VOICE OF THE
CUSTOMER

T

he benchmarking findings have been summaried below in a manner that
emphasizes the focus and commitment to customer service which team members
observed throughout the study.

I AM A CUSTOMER:
• I only have to call one number for
service.
• Live service is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, so I can call when it
is convenient for me.
• The first thing I hear is a recorded message which lets me select service or
language options.
• I have the choice to use automated
service or speak with a representative.
• An interpreter is provided if I am not
comfortable conducting my business in
English.
• I rarely have to wait on hold, and if I do
it is seldom for more than 15 seconds.

• The representatives answering my calls
are courteous, friendly, helpful and
knowledgeable. They take the time to
help me. I don’t feel rushed, and I am
allowed the time to take care of
everything when I call.
• Nine times out of ten, my questions are
answered and my problems are solved
with a single call.
• Within 48 hours, the company may
send me a survey form, comment card
or call me back to ask if I was satisfied
with the service I received and what
improvements I think are needed.
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PUTTING CUSTOMERS FIRST

I AM A CUSTOMER
REPRESENTATIVE:
• It is my job to satisfy or even delight the
caller.
• My working environment is pleasant,
with ergonomic furniture and plenty of
natural light.
• All of my procedure and reference material is on-line, in a user friendly format.
I do not have to remember hundreds of
codes. I do not have to refer to paper
manuals. The system alerts me to new
procedures and other information I
need to have to serve the callers.

• I see the caller survey results for the calls
I handled. This also lets me know how
well I am doing my job.

• The system uses the caller’s telephone
number to search the database, and
sends the customer data to my
computer screen by the time I answer
the call. This helps me serve the
customer more efficiently.

• I often send in suggestions or ideas for
improving our customer service, and
several of my ideas have already been
adopted this year.

• If a customer refers to a form or letter
we sent, I can retrieve an image of that
document on my computer screen.
• I have been thoroughly trained in how
to resolve a customer’s problems in a
courteous, professional manner and I
take great pride in doing so.
• I am empowered to do whatever it takes
within the bounds of laws and
regulations to satisfy the caller and
resolve problems or concerns myself. On
rare occasions I may have to refer the
caller to another department or office. I
transfer the call and make sure the
customer is connected. I follow up with
the customer the next day to make sure
they were satisfied.
• I can do everything I need to serve the
customer from my computer. I do not
have to manually address envelopes or
stuff brochures.
• My team leader, or coach, listens in on
several calls a month to check on how
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successfully I am satisfying the callers
and to see if I need any training or help.
Either we talk about the call or I receive
a written evaluation. A written
evaluation comes to me the same day as
the call. The focus is always positive and
together we work out how to improve
any weak areas.

• On several occasions, when I handled a
customer exceptionally well, I received
an award from my team leader or my
co-workers.

• At various times, I have been a member
of cross-functional teams which meet to
figure out ways to resolve different quality or operational problems. Our recommendations are implemented and result
in improved quality.
• When new cross functional teams are
formed, an announcement is posted so
that interested representatives may
apply.
• When the center succeeds in meeting
our quality goals, we all receive incentive
pay.
• From time to time, I have helped interview job applicants. I have also trained
and mentored new employees.
• I evaluate my team leader and coworkers
on their leadership and team skills.
• I can write to the head of the company
about anything–a suggestion or
complaint or question–and I will receive
a written reply within two working days.

SERVING THE AMERICAN PUBLIC: BEST PRACTICES IN TELEPHONE SERVICE

I AM A TEAM LEADER:
• It is my job to satisfy or even delight the
caller.
• I support a team of 20 to 24 customer
representatives.
• My main responsibility is monitoring
the representatives’ calls to reinforce
positive behavior and determine where
each individual needs more training or
coaching.
• I monitor calls to learn if the representative took all the needed actions,
controlled the customer focus, avoided
slang and jargon, employed active
listening and demonstrated patience. I
listen to know if the customer was satisfied.

• I look to success and reward
outstanding customer service.
• I am a coach, not a cop. I was selected
for this job because I have good
interpersonal skills. I have been trained
in leadership skills.
• The job standards for the representatives
and the team leaders are tied to key customer satisfiers. There are no mixed
messages. For example, we tell the representatives to take all the time they need
to fully serve the customer, so we don’t
measure individual call handle time.
• I meet with my team regularly to discuss
customer and employee concerns. We
celebrate each other’s successes and special occasions, such as birthdays.
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PUTTING CUSTOMERS FIRST

I AM A SENIOR MANAGER:
• It is my job to satisfy or even delight the
caller. It is also my job to satisfy or even
delight the front-line employees.
• We are in business to delight our
customers. We don’t have a second
chance to make a first impression. We
treat every call as our only call.
• We listen to our customers. We use
focus groups, caller surveys, comment
cards and telephone recontact programs
to solicit their opinions on our service.
We act on their replies.
• Our representatives know the customers
better than anyone else in the company,
so we ask them how to improve our service. We involve the front-line employees in all aspects of planning and
providing customer service.
• It is my responsibility to remove the
barriers and roadblocks to providing
world class customer service.
• I frequently take the time to listen in on
calls and sit with representatives to stay
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in touch with both the customers and
the employees.
• We recognize outstanding customer service with our most prestigious award.
We ask the award recipients to act as an
advisory council for senior
management.
• We treat our employees the way we
want them to treat the customers. We
have goals for employee satisfaction and
we work hard to reach the goals.
• We survey all employees at least once a
year, and sample continuously for
employee satisfaction. We share the call
center results with all employees and
take action to correct problems. We also
share information down to the unit
level.
• We are choosy about who we hire to
answer customer calls. We invest much
time in selecting and training customer
representatives.
• We have replaced damage control with
continuous improvement.
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